Fully automatic & easy to use.
The large color touchscreen makes it easy to
navigate and once a drink is selected, simply
press ‘Start’ and the machine does the rest!

An in-home, personal barista.
Customize espressos, cappuccinos, lattes, and
more. Save up to 8 custom favorites for repeated
preparation and even brew 2 cups at once!

Engineered to get the most
out of each coffee bean.
From the grinding system to the brewing system,
it’s designed to extract the most flavor from the
beans while reducing bitterness.

Maintenance is a breeze.
With automatic cleaning programs and regular selfmaintenance, this appliance removes the hassle that
can come with coffee systems.

Open up a world of possibilities.
The Home Connect™ app expands functionality
beyond what can be done on the user interface.
Explore additional drinks with CoffeeWorld or
make a Playlist of guests’ drink selections!



Color Touchscreen



10 Pre-programmed drinks
- Coffee
- Latte Macchiato
- Warm Milk

- Ristretto
- Caffe Latte
- Hot Water

- Espresso
- Cappuccino



‘My Favorites’ saves 8 custom drinks



‘Double Dispensing’ brews 2 cups at once

- Espresso Macchiato
- Milk Froth

Adjustable cup sizes and the ability to brew 2 identical drinks simultaneously



Steams milk automatically
The double wall insulated canister holds 17oz of milk and the unit warns you if it’s left in the machine



Bean hopper holds 1 pound of coffee beans
Beans stay fresh because of the rubber seal around the lid



Adjustable grind coarseness
Different beans require different grind settings, easily adjust from Very Fine to a Coarse grind



Ceramic grinding discs
Highly durable ceramic discs provide precise grinding ability and minimal noise



‘Aroma Double Shot’
For a strong, intense coffee flavor and aroma—during the brewing process it provides a constant
pressure and dispenses fresh beans for each shot instead of using the same beans twice



Coffee World
Expanded assortment of drinks from around the world



Playlist
Create a list of 20 customized drinks and send it to the
appliance to brew one drink after another



Videos & Tips
Filled with use & care videos and tips to get the most out of
the machine, as well as educational information about
sourcing coffee beans and different types of drinks



Notifications
- Empty drip trays
- Low water level
- Refill coffee beans
- Remove milk canister
- Cleaning required



Automatic system rinsing
The system rinses itself every time it’s switched On and Off



Automatic steam cleaning for milk system
A burst of steam clears the milk lines before and after each drink that uses milk



One touch descaling & cleaning
The system prompts when it requires cleaning or descaling, and can easily be done on demand with
the touch of a button and on-screen directions

